
Zero
Fog Pendant Small

If you came across the Fog pendant,
you might think you’ve entered an
altered universe where planets flame
and marine layers float in petite
balls of beauty. Made of glass that is
sandblasted on the inside, the opacity
graduates smoothly from slightly filmy
at the top to ethereally opaque at the
bottom. Though the materials are
classic, the effect is mysterious—a
hallmark of products by Front Design.

Design by: Front Design

Color

White Black Copper

Fixture as shown

8311106US

Fog Pendant
Small

1 x 6.5W Black

LED BLK

Ordering Matrix

Model

8311101US (White)
8311106US (Black)
8311178US (Copper)
*Cord Color: Clear

WHT = White
BLK = Black
COP = Copper

Color

1 x 6.5W LED GU10 / 3000K / 500 Lumens

LED
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Zero
Fog Pendant Medium

If you came across the Fog pendant,
you might think you’ve entered an
altered universe where planets flame
and marine layers float in petite
balls of beauty. Made of glass that is
sandblasted on the inside, the opacity
graduates smoothly from slightly filmy
at the top to ethereally opaque at the
bottom. Though the materials are
classic, the effect is mysterious—a
hallmark of products by Front Design.

Design by: Front Design

Color

White Black Copper

Fixture as shown

8311378US

Fog Pendant 
Medium

1 x 6.5W Copper

LED COP

Ordering Matrix

Model

8311301US (White)
8311306US (Black)
8311378US (Copper)
*Cord Color: Clear

WHT = White
BLK = Black
COP = Copper

Color

1 x 6.5W LED GU10 / 3000K / 500 Lumens

LED
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Zero
Fog Pendant Large

If you came across the Fog pendant,
you might think you’ve entered an
altered universe where planets flame
and marine layers float in petite
balls of beauty. Made of glass that is
sandblasted on the inside, the opacity
graduates smoothly from slightly filmy
at the top to ethereally opaque at the
bottom. Though the materials are
classic, the effect is mysterious—a
hallmark of products by Front Design.

Design by: Front Design

Color

White Black Copper

Fixture as shown

8311501US

Fog Pendant
Large

1 x 6.5W White

LED WHT

Ordering Matrix

Model

8311501US (White)
8311506US (Black)
8311578US (Copper)
*Cord Color: Clear

WHT = White
BLK = Black
COP = Copper

Color

1 x 6.5W LED GU10 / 3000K / 500 Lumens

LED
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